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ABSTRACT 
Many programs have been and are still being written using explicit resource management; 
that is, the program explicitly allocates and deallocates resources. This kind of management 
leads to code that can be difficult to understand because the fragments that implement explicit 
resource management for a single resource can cross-cut the code. Often the software engineer 
is faced with analyzing the code by hand in order to locate the fragments that make up this 
cross-cutting concern. 
We propose a model for simulating the flow of resources through a program in order to 
assist in locating the fragments of code that implement resource management. The ~ model is 
domain-specific: the user supplies the names of functions that allocate and deallocate resources. 
Although simulation is interprocedural, the user can model functions with a few simple primi-
tives to speed up the analysis or to test assumptions about the resource management behavior 
of the code. A simulation has .been built based on this model, and a user interface has been 
built to navigate the fragments. The tool has been tested on several case studies involving the 
network stack in the XINU operating system. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
According to Fred Brooks, the role of the computer scientist is that of the toolsmith: what 
a computer scientist builds is not an end in itself, but a means to fulfilling a user's. need [1] . 
This is also true of those that concentrate on software analysis; the software they produce is 
also a means to fulfilling a user's need. Software analysis is peculiar, however, in that the tools 
are built to assist in building other tools. Brooks draws a comparison to a swordsmith: the 
swordsmith is finally judged by the quality Of the sword, and more importantly the longevity 
of its user. If the computer scientist is usually occupied- with building the sword, then the 
software analyst is looking for ways to improve the anvil and the hammer. 
One particular task in software engineering that requires a lot of work is program un-
derstanding. There are no silver bullets for this problem, but there are pockets that can 
be automated with software analysis. The problem considered here concerns resource man-
agement in legacy C code, which is across-cutting, flow-based concern. Herein we describe 
the Resource Flow Simulation Model (RFSM), which can be used to extract and summarize 
resource management code. 
1.1 Resource management 
Every program requires resources in order to run. Resources come. in a variety of forms: 
processing time, chunks of memory, file handles, and so on. Because computing resources tend 
to be finite, they must be managed. 
There are two basic techniques for managing resources: explicit and implicit. Explicit 
management is the do-it-yourself model. Implicit management, on the other hand, involves 
some sort of automated scheme for cleaning up resources, e.g. garbage collection for memory. 
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While implicit management schemes largely free the programmer from having to worry about 
cleaning up resources, they are not appropriate for every programming task. Moreover, many 
operating systems have already been written in C using explicit memory management. Even 
if implicit management is the future, an understanding of explicit management will still be 
required for reverse engineering tasks. 
The focus of this thesis is on techniques for understanding explicit ,resource management. 
Developers need to deal with explicit resource management during both design and testing 
activities: they might be preparing to add new features, refactoring the code, or tracking down 
management-related errors. In C, explicit resource management usually involves a function that 
allocates a resource and another that deallocates a resource. Table 1.1 shows two commonly 
used resources and the names of the C library functions used to manage them. The parameters 
have been omitted for clarity. 
Table 1.1 Commonly used resources and their management functions in 
the C library 
Resource Type Allocate Deallocate/Release 
File Handle open close 
Memory malloc free 
The code in Figure 1.1 shows how these functions are normally used (again, some of the 
parameters have been omitted for clarity) . Basically, the allocation function will get the 
.resource and return a value that is used to refer to the resource. For files, this value is a file 
handle; for memory, it is a memory address. The resource is then used for some calculations, 
and is eventually released by passing the value to the deallocation function. 
fd =open("file") ; 
read(fd, data) ; 
if (check(fd, data) 
return; 
close (f d) ; 
return; 
Figure 1.1 Demonstration of explicit resource management in C 
Suppose that a developer is trying to understand the code in Figure 1.1 because a new error 
check has to be performed. The developer might be interested in knowing how the existing 
error checking function, check, behaves with respect to managing the file resource. If check is 
currently responsible for closing the file on an error, the developer may wish to duplicate this 
convention in a new error checking function. Determining the resource management behavior 
of check involves following the resource into the function. while it may be easy to look into 
one additional function, the process can quickly become tedious if there are many functions. 
The issues involved in understanding how explicit resource management has been implemented 
are discussed in the next section. 
1.2 Issues in understanding explicit resource management 
It is easiest to understand a function's resource management behavior when it always does 
the same thing, such as releasing the resource in every case. However, without documentation, 
the developer has to review all of the possibilities to understand the complete behavior of the 
function. The code in Figure 1.2 shows what this might look like. If the first branch is taken, 
the file is closed. The second branch does not close the file. Along the third branch, what 
happens to the file depends entirely on f o o . Does f o o close the file, or does it not? Another 
possibility is that a global variable might alias the file somewhere in f oo, only to be closed 
somewhere else via the global variable. 
fd =open("file"); 
if (condl) { 
close (f d) ; 
return; 
} 
~f c~onaa) { 
return; 
} 
if (cond3) { 
f oo (fd) ; 
return; 
} 
// f d is closed 
// f d is not closed 
// depends on foo 
Figure 1.2 Not all functions are single exit —there may be many possible 
outcomes 
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Although the code in Figure 1.2 might seem contrived, it is based on code found in the 
XINU operating system [3]. This behavior occurs in one function in particular, netwrite. In 
netwrite, a buffer representing a network packet could either be released due to some error 
condition, or it could be placed in a global queue where another process could retrieve it. On 
one particular branch, nothing is done to the resource before returning. Investigating all of the 
different paths and functions the resource travels to is quite tedious — in, section 6.2 in the case 
studies, netwrite is analyzed. It turns out that, from a single resource passed to netwrite, 
the analysis finds 81 statements in 24 functions that deal with the resource. Of these, there 
are 13 functions that contain a deallocation of the resource, in 32 different places. This is, most 
certainly across-cutting concern. 
To give a better idea of the size of the code in which netwrite appears, take a look at 
Figure 1.3. The figure is a call order graph beginning at the entry to a network process, 
ippro c . The call graph is recursive because the panic function, which logically halts the 
operating system, calls back to a monitor which can restart the system. However, it is difficult 
to learn anything from this graph because of its complexity. Since panic represents a logical 
halt of the operating system, it makes sense to prune it from the graph. Pruning panic from 
the graph yields Figure 1.4, a smaller, yet still intimidating graph. 
Figure 1.3 Call order graph from ipproc 
We can get a rough approximation of how much of this code is involved in managing buffers 
. 1Maf~iw.....r.:..... 
.: 4....... ... . 
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Figure 1.4 Call order graph from ipproc with panic pruned 
by marking the functions that contain the allocation and deallocation functions, getbuf and 
f reebuf , respectively. Ng has built a tool that will mark nodes that contain arbitrary function 
calls, and slice away nodes that do not lead to a marked node [14]. By marking functions that 
call the allocation and deallocation functions, and pruning panic and any other nodes that do 
not lead to a marked function node, the graph in Figure 1.5 is constructed. From this graph, 
we get a better idea of how sparse and spread out the resource management code is. 
Figure 1.5 Call order graph from ipproc with panic and extraneous nodes 
pruned 
The netwrite example from XINU illustrates a fundamental issue in understanding how 
explicit resource management is implemented in a structured language like C. It only takes 
a single allocation to get a resource, but when there are many possible paths through the 
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code, there may also be many locations where the resource is deallocated. Manually following 
these paths can be highly tedious, but necessary in order to fully understand how a resource 
is managed. Ultimately, resource management can be described as across-cutting concern. 
Cross-cutting concerns such as resource management are difficult to deal with because the 
concern is physically scattered all over the code. Making changes to across-cutting concern can 
be tedious simply because of the time it takes to locate the source that implements concern, 
let alone the time that it takes to determine the effect of a change. 
The process of locating the concern and summarizing the resource management behavior 
of functions is time-consuming, error-prone, and tedious. Therefore, it is highly desirable 
to automate as much of the process as possible, which is the subject of this thesis. In the 
next chapter we describe existing approaches and our approach. In the following chapters, 
we describe the Resource Flow Simulation Model (RFSM), simulation details, and the user 
interface for navigation of the results. The remaining chapters discuss case studies, related 
work, future work, and finally conclude. 
CHAPTER 2. APPROACH 
As was described in the previous chapter, explicit resource management in structured code 
is across-cutting concern. Following a single resource can involve looking at many different 
functions, which leads to the desire for automation. In this chapter, we briefly review some of 
the most related existing work, and then give an overview of our approach. 
2.1 Existing approaches 
The Resource Flow Simulation Model (RFSM) is a program comprehension tool. There 
are a wide variety of program comprehension tools, but in general their purpose is to recover 
useful information from source code. Chapter 7 provides a more comprehensive review of work 
related to resource management, including automated error detection which is beyond the 
scope of this work. In this section, the focus is on program comprehension techniques that 
come closest to RFSM: tools that deal with concerns, and program slicing. 
A concern in software can be many things — it could be performance, logging, or resource 
management. Amongst the program comprehension work that deals with concerns is the 
Feature Exploration and Analysis Tool (FEAT) . FEAT is a program comprehension tool that 
models concerns in software [16] . It focuses on structurally based concerns; that is, concerns 
that are based on the structure of the code. These structural concerns are expressed as relations 
between structural elements, such as "method x calls method y" , or "class x declares method 
y" . The biggest difference between RFSM and FEAT is that RFSM addresses aflow-based 
concern, as opposed to a structural one. The practical consequence is that RFSM requires 
dataflow analysis. RFSM also requires intra-procedural program elements and control flow, 
which are not considered in FEAT. 
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Program slicing covers another class Of program comprehension tools, which come closest in 
spirit t0 RFSM because they require dataflow and work On intra-procedural program elements. 
Program slicing was first described by Weisner [20] . Slicing as described by Weisner finds all Of 
the statements that affect a variable at a given statement in a program. Since then, the concept 
of slicing has been extended [17, 19] . Slicing can be done statically or dynamically, forward or 
backward, and may Or may not produce an executable program. Slicing holds promise because 
it strips away irrelevant statements from the developer's current concern. However, in practice 
it is ~ not always possible t0 remove irrelevant lines using static analysis, or to find all. relevant 
lines using dynamic analysis. 
Program slicing differs from RFSM in that it does not have a concept of a resource. The 
knowledge about which functions allocate and deallocate resources is domain-specific. Another 
problem with using slicing for understanding resource management is that it can provide too 
much information: slicing does not distinguish between the management of a resource and its 
use. Consider the example in Figure 2.1. The resource in this case. is a piece of memory. When 
it is used, the program reads or writes the contents of the memory, but it is not changing the 
resource itself. While the use of the resource is important, our concern is with management. 
While a forward slice would consider all of these statements relevant, RFSM would identify 
only the first and last statements as important. 
p = (struct packet *) mallo c (s izeof (struct packet)) ; 
h = p.header; 
p .data = s [h] ; 
free (p) ; 
Figure 2.1 Only the first and last statements are involved in management 
of the resource 
2.2 Our approach 
Ultimately, we want an analysis that aids comprehension by identifying the code that 
implements resource management. To do this, it must incorporate domain-knowledge in the 
form of functions that allocate .and deallocate resources. The analysis must also summarize the 
behavior of a function with respect to the management of the resource. Note that we define 
management as the allocation and deallocation of the resource. Before describing the overall 
architecture of our approach, we describe some additional issues that the approach will have 
to address. 
2.2.1 Issues 
2.2.1.1 Aliases 
First of all, variables can alias the resource through an assignment from another alias, 
as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Passing the variable to another function has the same effect, in 
which case the resource will be aliased by the formal parameter of the function. While this 
makes following the resource a little more complicated, any source analysis would have to take 
dataflow into account. 
f d =open ("file") ; 
fd2=fd; 
close (fd2) ; 
Figure 2.2 Following a resource entails following all possible aliases 
2.2.1.2 Function contracts 
Allocation and deallocation is generally done through function calls. In C, a common idiom 
is to return -1 if there is an error while allocating the resource. An error usually indicates that 
the resource was not allocated, so good practice dictates that the program check the return 
value of the allocation function. Source code analysis can incorporate knowledge of the function 
contract to improve accuracy, as demonstrated in Figure 2.3. In the case that the true branch 
is taken, -the return value is definitely -1, and therefore the resource was never allocated. 
2.2.2 Architecture 
Our approach can be divided into three parts: 
• the Resource Flow Simulation Model 
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int f d ; 
fd =open("file") ; 
printf ("could not open file") ; 
return -1; 
} 
foo(fd) ; 
close (fd) ; 
return 0; 
Figure 2.3 Allocation functions usually return -1 to indicate that a resource 
could not be allocated 
• a simulation for interpreting source code 
• a user interface 
RFSM is an abstraction of a resource flow simulation, and is described in Chapter 3. 
We have already discussed the need for domain-specific allocation and deallocation functions, 
which are part of the model. we have also seen that simulating resource flow involves tracking 
aliases, which implies a need for context and flow sensitivity. Also, accuracy can be improved 
by incorporating domain-specific contracts for allocation of resources. Therefore, abasing and 
domain-specific contracts for the allocation of resources are also incorporated into the model. 
The simulation is the implementation of RFSM. It is responsible for extracting the resource 
management concern from the source code in terms of the model. Much of what has to be 
simulated is already discussed in Chapter 3, so the issues that pertain to implementing the 
simulation are described in Chapter 4. 
The final part, the user interface, allows the user to navigate the extracted concern. The 
user interface is described in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 3. RESOURCE FLOW SIMULATION MODEL 
We propose a model for summarizing the flow Of resources through a program, which we 
call the Resource Flow Simulation Model (RFSM) . RFSM computes which parts of source code 
might affect the management of a resource. It can also compute a summary of a function's 
resource management behavior, which will be described in detail later. Recall that management 
is defined as allocation and deallocation; therefore, a resource's flow starts when it is allocated 
and ends when it is deallocated. To compute results, RFSM incorporates domain-specific 
information about allocation and deallocation. Although RFSM conservatively simulates all 
paths through the code, it only simulates what is necessary to determine which parts of the 
code pertain to resource management. 
The discussion of RFSM is divided into five parts: capturing domain knowledge., model 
elements, operations on the resource map, may alias issues, and extracting resource flows and 
management summaries. 
3.1 Capturing domain knowledge 
Recall that allocation and deallocation are usually done via function _calls in C. As the 
simulation traverses the code, certain syntactic patterns are translated into events, such as 
function calls. In RFSM, allocation and deallocation are modeled as .events. A call to an 
allocation function is modeled as a source, while a call to a deallocation function is modeled 
as a sink. Revisiting the example from Table 1.1, we model calls to open or malloc as source 
events, and calls to c 1 o s e or free as sink events, as shown in Table 3.1. 
RFSM can also model functions that should not be simulated. Calls to these functions are 
translated into a skip event, which is equivalent to saying that the function has no effect on 
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Table 3.1 Mapping C library functions to events 
Resource Type Source event Sink event 
File Handle ~ open close 
Memory malloc free 
resource management . In fact, source, sink, and skip events essentially replace simulation of a 
function call with a corresponding behavior. When we say that "f oo ss modeled as a source 
event," it is equivalent to saying "f oo's resource management behavior is to always allocate a 
resource" , or "every path in f oo allocates a resource." 
3.1.1 Using source, sink, and skip events 
Why model function calls as events? Modeling particular calls as events can be useful for 
testing a hypothesis: it allows the developer to force a specific behavior. This can be useful 
for pruning an analysis with assumptions derived from domain knowledge. To illustrate how 
modeling function calls as events is useful, we present two examples from the XINU operating 
system [3]. 
Our first example involves the panic function in XINU. In XINU, panic has been imple-
mented as a call back to a monitor which can continue, boot or reboot the operating system. 
Logically, panic represents a halt of the operating system because it is called when a serious 
error occurs. Because of the implementation, however, it causes recursion in a static analysis. 
The easiest way to treat panic as a halt in a static analysis is to model calls to panic as skip 
events. 
For our second example, we look at the write system call. In XINU, calls to the write 
system call result in an indirect call to adevice-specific implementation for writing to the 
device. Calls to write to a network interface driver take a buffer, e.g. write (buf) . The driver 
is expected to output the data in the buffer, then release it. This is an example of the called 
function, write, being responsible for the management of the .buffer. 
The tricky part is that there can be more than one driver: there could be two Ethernet 
drivers and a wireless interface, each with their own drivers. The call graph in Figure 3.1 
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shows this situation. The write function looks up which driver to call at runtime. RFSM 
could simulate all of the possible indirect calls, or the developer could model the call to write 
as a sink . 
etho_write(buf) ethl_write(buf) wireless_write(buf} 
Figure 3.1 The write system call calls adriver-specific implementation 
Modeling the call to write as a sink efrectively causes the simulation to release any buffers 
passed to it, without evaluating all of the different drivers. This has some definite advantages. 
It prunes the analysis, causing it to be faster. Also, it isolates the simulation of f oo. This is 
good for two reasons. First, it makes it easier to understand f oo in a unit test environment, 
especially if the drivers are not written. Second, it makes it .easier to study the behavior of 
f oo apart from the drivers. This can be important if some driver does not properly release the 
buffer on every path, because it can complicate the results. 
The disadvantage of modeling function calls as a source, sink, or skip is that the results 
are only as good as the assumptions: forcing the wrong behavior will yield incorrect results. 
Of course, it also brings up the question of how the individual drivers will be tested. 
Simulation can start from any function in RFSM. The starting function need not be the 
root of a call tree, and a resource can be created and passed to a specific parameter. This 
is useful for testing only part of a call tree. Revisiting our example from XIlVU, we can now 
simulate a single device-specific driver at a time, apart from the rest of the call tree. The 
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call to ethl_write (buf) can be the starting function, and a resource would be passed to the 
parameter buf . 
The combination of modeling functions as events and the ability to specify arbitrary starting 
functions can be valuable in a unit testing environment by allowing the developer to isolate 
and simulate sections of the call tree. Again, the results are only as good as the underlying 
assumptions: in most other cases, it would be incorrect to model write as a sink since most 
other drivers do not release resources passed to them (some are not even buffers) . In these 
cases, it would make more sense to model write as a skip event . 
3.1.2 Specifying source, sink, and skip events 
Up until now, we have been glossing over some of the details of how function calls are 
modeled as events. Here we present the remaining details concerning parameters and exactly 
which calls are translated into events. 
Which function calls are translated into events is determined one of two ways: by name, or 
by specific call (name plus context) . If a function name is used, then all calls to a particular 
function name are translated into events, e.g. all calls to f oo. If only a specific call is specified, 
then only that call will be translated into an event. Figure 3.2 shows an example of code where 
only the first call to malloc is modeled as a source, and alI calls to free are modeled as sinks. 
Note that the simulation will not generate a resource for the second call to malloc, and even 
though the second free is modeled as a sink, it will not be part of the resource flow from the 
first malloc as the resource cannot reach it . 
The ability to model only specific calls is important for testing hypotheses, as in the write 
example from XINU as described earlier. It also facilitates following an individual resource, as 
in Figure 3.2. 
When a function call is modeled as a source or sink event, it is necessary to also model which 
parameters are used to pass the resource. For example, a function modeled as a source may 
return the resource by value, e.g. x = f oo () , or it may return the resource via a parameter, 
e.g f oo (&x) . The issue is similar for calls modeled as a sink: which parameter receives the 
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x =malloc(sizel); // only this call is modeled as a source 
y =malloc(size2); // no resource from this call 
if (condl) 
free (x) ; 
i f (c ond2 ) 
free (y) ; 
i f (c ond3 ) 
free(x) ; 
// modeled as a sink, but 
// cannot be part of resource flout 
Figure 3.2 The first call to malloc is modeled as a source, and all calls to 
free are modeled as sinks 
resource must be specified. 
The modeling of functions can be generalized according to the signature of the function 
along with global variables: po = f oo (pl , p2 , . . pn) and globals go . . . gn. The function's 
resource management behavior can be given in terms of an ordered list of events on the pa-
rameters and globals. The parameters po to pn can be used in source events, and pl to p n  can 
be used in sink events. Globals can be used for either source or sink events. To help clarify 
this concept, we present a simple example. 
Suppose that the function f oo takes a resource as an argument, deallocates it, and returns 
a new resource: po = f oo (pl ) . This complex behavior can be modeled by performing a source 
event on po and a sink event on pl. The net effect is that po will alias a newly allocated 
resource, and the resource aliased by p1 will be released. Although the order of events did not 
matter for this example, events are carried out in the order specified. Note that modeling a 
function with a skip event is equivalent to doing nothing in place of the function call. This 
means that although source and sink events can be mixed together, sink is mutually exclusive 
with the other events. 
For simplicity, we will continue to say "f oo is modeled as a source" when the resource 
management behavior consists of only a source event. Except where noted, functions modeled 
as sources will return the resource, and functions modeled as sinks will operate on pl , much 
like the earlier examples with open and c 1 o s e, or malloc and free . 
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The next section will cover the basic elements in RFSM before we describe how the simu-
lation computes results. 
3.2 Model elements 
RFSM contains three basic model elements: resources, handles, and resource maps. These 
model elements are affected by the source and sink events described in the previous section. 
In this section, we describe the three basic elements and introduce some notation that will be 
used in subsequent discussions about RFSM. 
Resources are an abstraction for pieces of memory, file handles, processes, and so on. 'They 
have a unique identifier and an associated state: allocated. or free. New resources are always 
set to the allocated state, and are set to free when deallocated. The reason resources have an 
associated state is simple: at runtime, resources are usually referred to by an index, address, 
or some other value. The state of the resource cannot be known unless it is tracked separately. 
Handles are an abstraction for anything that can contain the value that refers to a resource, 
such as variables. They can alias one or more resources, similar to how a pointer could point to 
one or more variables in a points-to analysis. Figure 3.3 shows the notation for a handle that 
aliases several resources. This is read, "handle h aliases resource 1, resource 2, or Unknown" . 
The states of resources 1 and 2 are allocated and free, respectively. 
Figure 3.3 Example notation for handle h aliasing several resources 
The last model element is a resource map. A resource map is simply a mapping of handles 
to resources. It represents what the handles might alias at a particular point in the program. 
Figure 3.4 shows how the graphical notation for aresource -map corresponds to the notation 
introduced in Figure 3.3. We will use them interchangeably. 
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h1 -~ {rl:a, r2:a 
h2 ~ {r2:a} 
Figure 3.4 Correspondence between written and graphical notation for re- 
source maps 
3.3 Operations on the resource map 
Now that the model elements and events have been introduced, we can discuss in detail how 
RFSM calculates which parts of code deal with resource management, and how it computes 
a function's resource management behavior. We start by restating the objectives of RFSM in 
terms of the model: to simulate the flow of resources from source to sink events. Resource flow 
can be computed by simulating the effect of the source code on a resource map. These efFects 
are captured as operations on the resource map. 
The operations on the resource map r~rn are listed in Figure 3.5. Each operation is described 
in detail below. 
source(rm, handle) 
sink (rm, handle) 
alias (rm, handles., handle2) 
kill(rm, handle) 
merge (rm, rm2) 
clone(rm) 
Figure 3.5 Operations on the resource map 
3.3.1 Source operations 
When a source event is encountered, a source(rm, handle) operation is triggered on the 
resource map rm. The source operation creates a new resource rZ:a in the allocated state a, 
with the unique id i. The resource, rZ : a, is associated .with handle. Figure 3.6 illustrates how 
the familiar open call affects the resource map. The convention is to show the state of the 
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resource map on the right after executing the code on the left. Each call to open generates a 
new resource, and the corresponding handle aliases the new resource. 
fdi =open ("file 1") ; fdi —~ {rl:a} 
fd2 =open ("f ile2") ; fdi --~ {rl : a} 
fd2 —~ {r2 : a} 
Figure 3.6 Example source operations 
3.3.2 Sink operations 
Similarly, when a sink event is encountered, a sink (rm, handle) operation is triggered: 
all of the resources aliased by handle in resource map ~i~rrL are set to the free state. Figure 3.7 
illustrates a sink on handle f d at the call to c l o s e. 
Code Resource Map 
fdi =open("file"); fdl -~ {rl :a} 
fd2 =open ("f ile2") ; f dl --~ {rl : a} 
fd2 --~ {r2 : a} 
close (f d1) ; fdi --~ {rl : f } 
fd2 --~ {r2 : a} 
Figure 3.7 Example sink operation 
3.3.3 Alias operations 
Recall from the .discussion about issues in following resource flows that aliasing can occur 
when a handle is copied or passed to a function. When an alias is encountered, it triggers 
a alias(rm, handlel, handle2) operation. The alias causes handle,2 to alias whatever hc~ndlel 
aliases, as illustrated in Figure 3.8. The observant reader will note that the state of the resource 
map after calling f o o is just prior to the return since the parameter x is out of scope in the 
caller's context. 
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Code Resource Map 
f d1 =open ("file") ; f dl --~ {rl : a} 
fd2 = fd1; 
foo (f d1) ; 
3.3.4 Kill operations 
f d 1 --~ 
fd2 --~ 
{rl : a} 
{rl : a} 
fdi -~ {rl : a} 
fd2 -~ {rl : a} 
// (assume the formal 
// parameter to foo is x) 
Figure 3.8 Example alias operations 
It is possible that a handle will be overwritten or go out of scope. This triggers a kill(rm, 
handle) operation. When a handle is killed, it is removed. from the .resource map. Figure 3.9 
shows a handle going out of scope. 
Code Resource Map 
foo() { 
int f d ; 
f d =open ("file") ; f d --~ {r~ : a} 
close (f d) ; ~ f d ~ {rl : f } 
} <empty> 
Figure 3.9 Example kill operation 
3.3.5 Clone and merge operations 
The last two operations, clone(rm) and merge(rm, rm2), are used in code traversal. The 
clone operation simply returns a deep copy of the resource map rm, while merge produces a 
union of resource map rm with rm,2. An example of a merge is shown in Figure 3.10. 
Traversal of the code is according to a .Control Flow Graph (CFG), in control flow order. 
For our purposes, we are concerned with nodes in the CFG that cause branches, loops, or 
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hl 
h2 
rl:a 
r2:a 
hl 
h2 
r3:a 
r2:a 
Figure 3.10 Merging two resource maps 
jumps in control flow. Loops and branches result in multiple paths through the code. R,FSM 
approximates all possible paths by conservatively merging results after every branch or loop. 
We discuss the simulation of if statements, while loops, and function calls below. The remaining 
loops and branches, for, do while, and switch, are similar in nature. 
3.3.5.1 Simulating if statements 
If statements are simulated by cloning the resource map prior to evaluation of the test 
expression. Both true and false branches are then evaluated using separate resource maps. 
Finally, the resource maps are merged together. 
Merging resource maps at the points where paths join together avoids information explosion 
by representing the possibilities over all paths. However, this loses path information -that is, 
after merging it is impossible to tell which path a particular result originates from. Figure 3.11 
makes this point clearer: in this code there are four possible paths. At the end, the value of x 
is the same as one of w, y, or z, but at runtime only one result is possible. Merging represents 
all of these possibilities by recording that the value of x could be any of w, y, or z, but it does 
not record which paths these possibilities occurred on. 
The process of evaluating an if statement is presented graphically in Figure 3.12. Figure 
3.12 shows the general process along with code to show the effect on resource maps along both 
paths. Note that the results are merged afterwords, and the path information is lost. What 
efrect this has on the usability of the tool will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
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x=w; 
if (c) 
x=y• 
if (d) 
x=z; 
// x has either w, y, or z's value at this points 
Figure 3.11 An example of code with multiple paths 
fd = open("file"} ; 
if (c} { 
close (fd) ; 
} else { 
} 
~. ~.3  F .~ .~ . ,€. 
Figure 3.12 Evaluating an if statement 
r......_...~......... ~.. ..............._.............~. 
Suppose that a handle aliases a resource along one path, but nothing along another. When 
their resource maps are merged, it is necessary to represent this fact with a special value: the 
resource Unl~nown. The resource Unknown could also be written ru : *, since it represents all 
unknown resources, and the state is also unknown. Figure 3.13 is of an example where the 
handle h2 aliases a resource in the else branch, but nothing in the then branch. After merging, 
handle h2 may alias resource 2 or the resource Unknown. 
3.3.5.2 Simulating while loops 
Loops are similar to branches, but are slightly more involved to simulate. As with branches, 
the resource map is cloned first, and then the true and false branches are simulated. Within the 
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fd = open ("file") ; 
if (c) { 
f d2 = f d; 
} else 
} 
.................... ~' ? ~~ .~ . C~ 
~Yt . C 
„..,,...,.. ,.y .,.. , f. 2. 
a.. _ .. ~.:. 
~ - - - - ..r,._. ~ f.... 
.~. ~ merge 
.~- ,,~ 
. `~ E., 
,, r.._...~.~.._..__...__w_ 
~~ ~,. ~. . 
1 
Figure 3.13 Representing unknown resources 
body of the loop, resource maps from paths that end in a break are merged with the resource 
map on the false branch. Resource maps on paths that end in continue are merged with the 
resource map that reaches the end of the body. Figure 3.14 shows the general paths through 
a while loop. 
false 
test 
true 
i 
body 
r 
~ merge  ;breaks 
~--~---, 
~ i  merge 
continues 
end of loop 
Figure 3.14 Paths through a while _loop 
To further clarify the simulation of a while loop, we present the example in Figure 3.15. 
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In static analysis, it is generally necessary to simulate multiple passes through loops. A loop 
body may never be evaluated, or evaluated once, or multiple times. The results of evaluating 
the loop in Figure 3.15 after zero, one, and two passes is shown. Note that the second pass 
causes x to be redefined. The issue of how many passes to simulate is discussed in section 
4.3.1. 
while (c) { 
x = malloc(1024); 
} 
Passes Resource Map 
zero <empty> 
one x -~ {rp : a} 
two x —j {rl:a}, and x was redefined 
Figure 3.15 Results of evaluating a while loop after two passes 
3.3.5.3 Simulating function calls 
Function calls jump to the corresponding CFG for the called function. These are simulated 
by recursing into the function. Afterwords, resource maps are merged if there were multiple 
returns, and then the simulation returns to the caller. 
3.4 Refining the analysis with contract information 
Now that evaluation of branches has been described, we can explain how the simulation 
can be refined with contract information, as described earlier. Recall that functions usually 
return -1 to indicate that the resource was not allocated. The test condition in branch may 
contain an expression that tests the handle, as in Figure 3.16. When the branch in Figure 3.16 
is simulated, the condition is evaluated as true or false depending on which branch is about 
to be taken. In this example, if the condition is true then the resource was never allocated, 
otherwise it definitely was allocated. On the true branch, resources aliased by the handle are 
set to the free state. Setting the resources to the free state reflects the fact that the branch. is 
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only possible if the resources were not allocated, thereby improving the accuracy of the model. 
Code Resource Map 
f d =open ("file") ; f d --~ {r1: a} 
if Cfd =_ -1) { // changes a resource to free state based on T/F 
return; 
} 
f oo (f d) ; 
close (f d) ; 
fd ~ {rl:f} // resource was not allocated 
fd -~ {Tl :f} 
Figure 3.16 Conditions can trigger refinements in the ,simulation 
In practice, not every allocation function returns -1 to indicate an error. For example, 
mall o c returns NULL to indicate that memory was not allocated. This is dealt with by allowing 
the user to specify the appropriate error code for a given source event. 
3.5 May alias issues 
The combination of multiple aliases and state changes introduces some complications for 
RFSM. In RFSM, approximations in the analysis cause handles to alias one or more resources, 
even though at runtime only one resource can be aliased at a time. When combined with sink 
operations that cause state changes in resources, certain scenarios must be simulated carefully. 
One such scenario is illustrated in Figure 3.17. If a sink is performed on handle h2, then 
.resource 2 is definitely affected. However, if an operation uses h1, only one of resource 1 or 2 
will be affected depending on what hl aliases at runtime. Therefore, both possibilities must 
be simulated independently. 
Figure 3.17 A sink on handle hl has to be simulated carefully 
The correct way to simulate a sink on handle hl in Figure 3.17 is logically equivalent to 
transforming the resource map so that the affected handle only aliases one resource, which we 
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describe here. Suppose that handle hl is used in a sink operation, and h1 aliases n resources. 
To properly simulate the effect on the resource map, n clones of the resource map are made, 
labeled rml to rmn. In each clone rmi, hl is set to alias ri, and only r2. Then, the sink is 
carried out using hl in each resource map. Afterwords, the maps are merged into a single 
resource map. The resulting resource map represents all of the possibilities at runtime. Figure 
3.18 shows how this process looks for a sink operation on handle hl. The resource map is 
cloned, the handle set appropriately in each clone, the operation is carried out, and the results 
are merged . 
Figure 3.18 Correct simulation in the presence of state changes 
3.6 Getting results: resource flows and management summaries 
After discussing how RFSM is computed, we can now say how computation is translated 
into the results we are looking for: that is, the parts of code that implement resource manage-
ment, and the resource management behavior of functions. 
The parts of code that implement resource management consist of code that triggers op-
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erations on the resource map, such as source, sink, alias, and kill. The parts of the source 
code that map to these operations can be highlighted to produce a view of the source code 
similar to anon-executable program slice, which we call a resource f how. Note, however, that 
the sections of code need not be entire lines —code that affects resource management can be 
buried in statements. 
The resource management behavior of a function has not been formally defined at this 
point, but we have discussed it in some detail. Recall from Figure 1.2 that the net effect of 
the function was described in terms of what resource management activities had taken place 
by the time a return statement was reached. Note that if a function has multiple paths, it 
may also have different resource management behaviors at runtime depending on which path 
is taken. 
RFSM produces a summary of a function's resource management behavior by displaying 
the resource map at the start of and after simulating the function, which we will refer to 
as a management summarg. The maps from after the function are captured at each return 
statement, just before merging them. This gives the user a concise view of what happens before 
each potential endpoint in the function. Although before and after snapshots of the resource 
map do not show the resource management behavior directly, they do reflect it . 
A small example is presented in Figure 3.19 to illustrate a management summary. In 
function f oo, there are two possible paths: one results in the file being closed, the other 
returns the open file. The resource map at the start of f oo is shown on the first line, as are 
the resource maps at each return. 
foo(int fd) { fd ~ {rp:a} 
if (c) 
return fd; fd —~ {rp:a} 
close (fd) ; 
return fd; fd --~ {rp:f} 
} 
Figure 3.19 A behavior. summary for a function with two paths 
Note that management summaries incorporate summarizations of any functions that are 
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called along the way. At best, the resource maps will appear as they do in Figure 3.19; at 
worst, the resource maps will contain handles that alias many different resources. The case 
studies in Chapter 6 will show a such an example, and describe how RFSM can be used to get 
a better understanding of the resource management behavior in these cases. 
On a related note, because management summaries are snapshots of the resource maps 
before and after a function, they are context-sensitive. If a function were simulated twice 
with different incoming resource maps, the snapshots of the resource maps afterwords will be 
different as well. In some cases, it might produce a clearer, more understandable management 
summary if the simulation can be started from the function of interest because the resource 
map will start in auser-defined state. The case study in section 6.3 addresses this issue. 
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CHAPTER 4. SIMULATION 
This chapter covers the implementation of the simulation based on RFSM. 
4.1 Overall architecture 
The architecture of the tool is shown in Figure 4.1, from source code through results. The 
simulation operates on a representation of source code called the eXtensible Common Inter-
mediate Language (XCIL) [18]. XCIL represents the semantics of source code in a language-
independent fashion in an XML format. In order to analyze XINU, the Xcc compiler was used 
to convert C source code into XCIL [18]. 
code -~ [Xcc] -~ XCIL --> [simulation] --~ results 
Figure 4.1 Architecture 
4.2 Code traversal and simulation 
The simulation is written in Java. The simulation can be divided into two basic parts: the 
code traversal and the interpretation of the source code. 
The traversal of the source code is handled by a walker object, which walks the source code 
in control flow order. Visitor objects carry the simulation state, consisting primarily of the 
resource map. The visitor objects are also responsible for simulating the effects of the source 
code on the resource map. The effects of source code translate into operations on the resource 
map, as u~as described in chapter 3. We discuss the traversal algorithm instead. 
Traversal is according to control flow order, as already mentioned. The implementation uses 
a Control Flow Graph (CFG) to simplify the process of traversing the XCIL representation. 
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Each translation unit in C corresponds to a separate XCIL file, so interprocedural calls are 
resolved using a symbol table generated for XCIL. 
The traversal itself is straightforward. Statements within a block are traversed in order, 
and the simulation of each branch, function, or loop iteration is performed using recursion. 
The simulation's call stack is bounded by the depth of the call tree of the source code being 
analyzed, ,plus any branches along the way. 
If the source code being analyzed has recursion, the current implementation halts with a 
message to the user: our assumption is that .recursion in operating systems is rare. Assuming 
the offending recursive function is not important to the analysis, modeling it as a skip would 
be appropriate in these cases. 
4.3 Source code analysis details 
The current implementation is a prototype. Although the prototype has been useful for 
studying RFSM, the underlying analysis could incorporate additional refinements. We dis-
cuss here what has been implemented, and point out some refinements that could be made. 
Additional comments can be found in Chapter 8. 
4.3.1 Control structures 
Loops are approximated by evaluating the body of the loop twice. The results of evaluating 
the body on the first and second passes are combined with the resource map along the path 
where the body is never evaluated. Because all possible branches are evaluated and conser-
vatively approximated on every pass, the first pass through the body includes every possible 
action that can happen in the loop. The second pass is necessary to determine whether a 
resource allocated at the bottom of a loop can reach a deallocation at the top of a loop. It 
is also necessary to catch redefinitions of variables. Such a scenario was illustrated in Figure 
3.15. 
Branch conditions are evaluated after the split. Expressions related to function contracts 
are interpreted according to the direction of the branch. For example, along. the true branch 
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the expression "fd = _ -1" would imply that the resource was not allocated, whereas "-1 ! = fd" 
would imply the opposite. Note that the order of arguments does not matter to the simulation, 
only the branch direction and comparison operator. 
4.3.2 Arrays and structures 
Any static analysis will have difficulty distinguishing between elements of an array. For 
the sake of simplicity, all array elements are treated as the same variable, although they could 
all be treated as different elements just as easily. The difficulty is that neither way is entirely 
satisfactory —both will likely cause imprecision in the analysis. Determining how developers 
cope with arrays by hand when simulating a resource flow might yield some insight into better 
ways of dealing with arrays. 
Structures present a similar problem: if the handle to a resource consists of an expression, 
such ass . f , a redefinition of s would causes . f to be a different handle. The current solution 
is to treat the expression that aliases a resource the same way a .simple variable is treated —
that is, if s is redefined, the analysis ignores this fact and continues to treat s . f as the same 
handle. Although this is incorrect, it has not seriously impacted the case studies performed to 
date. 
4.3.3 Constant propagation 
A common technique for improving the precision of static analysis is to use constant, prop-
agation or theorem provers to prune infeasible paths. For example, the code in Figure 4.2 has 
only two feasible paths because c is either true or false, and does not change between branches. 
The current implementation of RFSM assumes that there four paths through this code 
since it does not track variable values. However, the simulation has the ability to treat selected 
variables as constants if directed to do so. This was useful while studying XINU because it 
allowed the analysis to prune certain switch cases that could not occur from a specific context, 
but .which caused unnecessary imprecision. 
Our experience suggests that a more general implementation of constant propagation would 
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be quite useful, but loop simulation would have be changed since our assumptions about all 
possible actions occurring on the first pass would be broken. 
if (c) { 
fool) ; 
} 
if (!c) { 
barC); 
} 
Figure 4.2 Only two paths exist 
4.3.4 Points-to analysis 
In our studies of XINU, we found that a global points-to analysis was unnecessary for track-
ing- resource flow. Aliasing of resources was generally due to simple assignments and passing 
to functions, as opposed to a dereferencing a pointer to a handle. The current implementation 
does some simple points-to analysis to follow pointers to globals. This is necessary in order to 
detect when a global variable indirectly aliases a resource through a local pointer. Note that 
when an analysis is started at a function other than a root of the call graph, the analysis is 
limited to the call graph below that function. It is up to the user to determine whether it is 
appropriate to start the analysis at a particular location. In many cases in XINU, it is possible 
to do so. 
A function pointer analysis has not been done, which means the current implementation 
does not follow indirections. However, this is not a limitation of RFSM. Once the appropriate 
analysis has been implemented, indirection can be handled by simulating all possible calls, 
then merging the results. 
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CHAPTER 5. USER INTERFACE 
The user interface is responsible for interpreting results from the simulation, namely re-
source flows and management summaries. The following sections discuss how resource flows 
and management summaries are presented. 
5.1 Visualizing a resource flow 
The simulation stores the results of each resource's flow information as a list of location 
marks in the source code. These are the parts of code that are potentially part of the resource 
flow, as determined by the simulation. Resource flows can contain the kinds of marks listed in 
Table 5.1. The table lists the kind of mark, the color used to highlight the source code, and 
what the mark represents. 
Table 5.1 Kinds of location marks 
Mark Type Color Represents 
source green Allocation of the resource 
sink red A Deallocation of the resource 
alias blue A handle was used to refer to the resource 
kill gray A handle was overwritten by a handle that aliased no resources 
compares blue A handle was checked (allocation function contract) 
manages orange The called function manages the resource (source or sink) 
skip purple The function call was not simulated 
When the user loads results, they are presented with a tree for browsing the different 
resources the simulation collected information for, as show in Figure 5.2. In the screenshot, 
only one resource was simulated. Marks are labeled with their line number and their type. 
Clicking on a mark brings up the source code containing the mark, and highlights the code for 
that mark in yellow. All of the other marks will also be highlighted for the selected resource 
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int foo (fd) { 
if (condl) 
close (fd) ; 
return open(aFile); 
} 
Figure 5.3 A sink mark may be generated for the close if the returned 
resource is passed •back to foo 
them. Management summaries can be useful for getting a quick overview of how a particular 
function manages resources given a particular incoming resource map. Figure 5.4 shows how 
the user interface displays management summaries. 
RfSM Navigation 
~ ,Managemerrt Summary Vfewcc `: 
Summaries 
®' netwrite summaries 
Q [~ tocal_out summaries 
Q- local out 
~ ♦ 14: method 
~ peP --> [ro:a] 
_ ~ peP --> [r0:a] 
Q +~ 25: return 
Pep --> (ro:a, r0:f] 
~ qp->q_elt[i+l] --> [r0:a, r0:f, U] 
~ PeP --> [r0:a, U] 
~ ♦ 49: return 
~ ~ 52: return 
o- [~ ipreass summaries 
~ [~ ipfadd summaries 
~ d enq summaries 
o- d deq summaries 
~ d ipfjoin summaries 
o- d seeq summaries 
~ d ipfcons summaries 
~ (~ blkcopy summaries 
P [~ ipdsiopts summaries 
e* [~ icmp_in summaries 
~ [~ icmp summaries 
o- d icsetbuf summaries 
~ [;~ icerrok summaries 
o- ipsend summaries 
e' send summaries 
~ d icredirect summaries 
~' igmp_in summaries 
~ ~: 
#include <conf.h> 
#include <kernel.h> 
#include <proc.h> 
#include <network.h> 
• local_out -handle an IP datagram headed for a local process 
.J
int local_out(pep) 
Stt'ttt:t eP , `peA 
{ 
struct netif •pni = &nif[NI_LOCAL]; 
struct ip `pip = (struct ip ")pep->ep_data; 
int rv, 
ipnet2h(pip); 
pep->ep_order ~- EPO_IP; 
pep = ipteassipep); 
if (PeP = _ ~) 
return OK; 
pip = (struct ip •)pep->ep_data; 
ipdstopts(pni, pep); 
switch (pip->ip_proto) { 
case IPT_ICMP: 
break; 
case IPT_IGMP: 
ry = igmp.intpal, pep); 
break; 
case IPT TCP: 
ry = tt:p_in{pni, pep); 
break; 
case IPT_UDP: 
J• do IP option pro 
Figure 5.4 Viewing the management summaries 
Management summaries are organized by function, according to the order in which the 
function was first simulated. Each function may have multiple management summaries because 
the summaries are context-sensitive: they depend on the incoming resource map. Only unique 
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management summaries are retained to avoid redundant information. 
The resource map. at the start of the function and at each return is displayed, and clicking 
on a node will highlight the corresponding location in the source code. In order to further 
clarify the contents of the resource map, the handles are marked with different .colored icons: 
green indicates a global handle, blue indicates a local handle, and gray indicates a handle on 
the stack that was not accessible from the current scope. 
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CHAPTER 6. CASE STUDIES 
We present a number of case studies here to illustrate how RFSM can be used to understand 
resource management in code. These examples are taken from the XINU operating system [3] . 
See Appendices A, B, and C for full listings of the functions described here, and for details 
about the version of XINU. 
The networking code in XINU provides a number of situations where a buffer is allocated 
to hold a network packet. The buffer is then passed to different functions on its way to or from 
the network. Following the buffer along all of these paths is tedious and error-prone, so RFSM 
is useful for automating much of this task. 
we will show three case studies to illustrate the usefulness of RFSM. The first is a small 
example to show how resource management can be separated from resource usage. The second 
shows a case where the management summary produced by RFSM can aid in understanding a 
function's resource management behavior. The last shows a more complicated example where 
using RFSM iteratively gives a clearer picture of the eventual fate of a buffer. 
6.1 Case study one: separating management from use 
As mentioned earlier, resource management is across-cutting concern. Often this means 
that the concern gets "lost" in rest of the code. The first case study is of the arpsend function, 
shown in Figure 6.1. This function allocates a buffer, prepares it for use, and eventually 
passes it to write. Although it is not a large function, it illustrates the point about resource 
management taking up a fraction of the code: only 3 out of 24 statements analyzed deal directly 
with resource management, the relevant parts of which have been marked like this . There are 
4 additional statements that use the resource, but are not included by RFSM. RFSM extracts 
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the resource management concern quite effectively for this example. The results were obtained 
by starting analysis at arpsend, modeling the buffer allocation function getbuf as a source, 
and the buffer deallocation function f reebuf and write as sinks. This reflects the fact that 
write is supposed to free the buffer after using it, and avoids having to analyze all of the 
driver-specific implementations that write could call at run time. 
int arpsend (pae) 
struct arpentry 
{ 
} 
*pae; 
struct netif *pni = pae->ae_pni; 
struct ep *pep; 
struct arp *pare; 
int arplen; 
pep = (struct ep *) getbuf (Net .netpool) ; 
if ( (int) pep == SYS.ERR) 
return SYSERR; . 
blkcopyCpep->ep_dst, pni->ni_hwb.ha_addr, pae->ae_hwlen); 
pep->ep_type = EPT_ARP; 
pep->ep_order = EPO_NET; 
pare = (struct arp *) pep->ep_data; 
parp->ar_hwtype = hs2net (pae->ae_hwtype) ; 
parp->ar_prtype = hs2net (pae->ae_prtype) ; 
parp->ar_hwlen = pae->ae_hwlen; 
parp->ar_prlen = pae->ae_prlen; 
parp->ar_op = hs2net(AR_REQUEST); 
blkcopy(SHA(parp), pni->ni_hwa.ha_addr, pae->ae_hwlen); 
blkcopy (SPA (parp) , &pni->ni_ip, pae->ae_prlen) ; 
bzero CTHA (parp) , pae->ae_hwlen) ; 
blkcopyCTPA(parp), pae->ae_pra, pae->ae_prlen); 
arplen = ARP_HLEN + 2*(parp->ar_hwlen + parp->ar_prlen); 
write (pni->ni_dev, pep , EP~ILEN+arplen) ; 
return OK; 
Figure 6.1 Source code for arpsend 
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6.2 Case study two: using a management summary 
The second case study illustrates how a management summary concisely represents the 
resource management behavior of a function with many paths and called functions. In this 
example, we consider netwrite, a function in the call tree of the network-related process in 
XINU. The full source for netwrite is listed in Appendix B . 
Using the domain knowledge that netwrite normally receives a buffer through the argu-
ment pep, we assign a resource to that argument and begin the simulation at netwrite. The 
functions f reebuf and write are modeled as sinks, in the first and second parameters, respec-
tively. The function panic is modeled as a skip because it represents the logical end bf the 
operating system, and would otherwise introduce recursion by calling a monitor that allows 
the user to restart the operating system, as was described in Chapter 3. 
Simulation starting at netwrite under these conditions takes just over six minutes on a 
Pentium 4, 2.4 GHz with 512MB of RAM. It simulates 862 unique statements in 83 functions. 
The simulation follows exactly one resource: the one the analysis passes to netwrite . There 
are 81 statements in 24 functions that contain marks dealing with the resource (that is, they 
contain a mark out of Table 5.1 other than a skip) . There are 13 functions that contain at 
least one source or sink event . This single resource can reach a sink in 32 different places, and 
alias marks appear in 69 different places (mostly as formal and actual parameters) . Note that 
these sinks include calls to write. The numbers would have been higher if write had not be 
modeled as a sink, and if the analysis had been started before netwrite, but this is still the 
portrait of across-cutting concern. 
The management summary is shown in Figure 6.2; the state of the resource map at each 
return is shown next to the line number of the return. The state of the resource map at the 
start of netwrite was pep —~ {ro : a}, and is not shown for clarity. Note that the current im-
plementation automatically generates a handle in order to pass along the resource to netwrite, 
and this handle would normally show up in the results. The convention is to create a handle 
named "in" plus the index of the argument; in this case, pep is the second argument, so it 
would be named in 1 (numbering from zero) . In the interests of clarity, it has been removed 
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from the resource map. Also, an element of the global array Q aliases the resource, which has 
been abbreviated as Q C] . We will follow this convention in the third case study as well. 
./net/netwrite.c:29 pep 
./net/netwrite.c:47 pep 
QC 
./net/netwrite.c:51 pep 
./net/netwrite.c:59 pep 
./net/netwrite.c:64 pep 
./net/netwrite.c:87 pep 
QC J 
-~ {ro:f} 
--~ {rp:f} 
-> {rp:f} 
-~ {rp : a} 
~ {U, rp:f, ro:a} 
4-- definitely still allocated 
~-- many possibilities 
Figure 6.2 Resource maps at each return in the management summary of 
netwrite 
Recall that the management summary of netwrite is a snapshot of the resource maps at the 
start of the function and at each return, just before merging the maps, as described in section 
3.6. All other results from the call tree below have been merged, so the resource maps at lines 
47 and 87 summarize several possibilities from the branches along the way. The clearest results 
are on lines 29, 51, 59 and 64, where the resource is either allocated or deallocated. On the first 
three lines, the resource is definitely deallocated. On the last, 64, it is still allocated. It turns 
out that the path ending on line 64 contains a known leak. Because multicast functionality was 
not implemented at the time this code was written, netwrite returns an error code without 
freeing the buffer. Although it is not clear from this code alone that netwrite is supposed to 
free the buffer, this turns out to be the correct solution. 
Although we just used RFSM to study a leak, RFSM does not flag_ potential leaks itself — it 
aids the user in determining what happens to the resource- by making the resource management 
behavior of netwrite explicit. Four out of six return paths had clear results —the resource 
was either allocated or deallocated. Since there are cases where the resource is free on Iines 29, 
51 and 59, it gives the developer some confidence that the correct solution is to free the buffer 
in netwrite, as opposed to freeing the buffer in the caller of netwrite . The observant reader 
will point out that the paths ending at lines 47 and 87 were more complex, .and it takes a little 
more effort to find out why there are multiple possibilities represented in the corresponding 
resource maps. Further inspection would reveal that the buffer is is either queued up in a 
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global array, Q, or released if there is no more room in the queue. Discovering this kind of 
information through use of RFSM is the subject of the third case study. 
6.3 Case study three: using RFSM iteratively 
The third case study is meant to illustrate how a developer can use RFSM iteratively to 
clarify results and check understanding of resource management behavior. Like the second 
case study, some of the return paths in this case study will have resource maps that represent 
multiple possibilities. By drilling down into the call tree, clearer results can be obtained. Also, 
by modeling a certain function as a skip, our understanding of the code can be checked. 
The version of XINU we are analyzing contains a monitor for booting XINU from the 
network. This monitor is self-contained, so it has its own Ethernet driver. We begin our study 
at mon..ni _in, a function in the call tree for the Ethernet driver. The source code is listed in 
Figure 6.3. 
/* 
* mon_ni_in -network interface input function 
*/ 
int mon_ni_in(pni, pep, len) 
struct netif *pni ; /* the interface */ 
struct ep *pep; /* the packet */ 
int ~ len; /* length, in octets */ 
{ 
switch Cpep->ep_type) { 
case EPT_ARP: 
#if def DEBUG 
kprintf("mon_ni_in: Got ARP\n"); 
#endif 
mon_arp_in (pni , pep) ; 
break; 
case EPT_IP: 
#if def DEBUG 
kprintf ("mon_ni_in : Got IP\n") ; 
#endif 
mon_ ip_ in (pni , pep) ; 
break; 
default 
f reebuf (pep) ; 
return OK; 
} 
} 
Figure 6.3 The source code for mon~i_in 
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The purpose of mon~i _in is to deal with incoming packets from the network. Buffers 
containing packets are passed to mon~i_in through the parameter pep. A switch in mon~i_in 
passes it to either mon_arp_in or mon_ip_in, or deallocates the buffer. To keep the results 
manageable, it makes sense to analyze these two functions separately. 
We analyze mon_ip_in first by assigning a resource to the parameter pep. Again, f reebuf is 
modeled as a sink and panic is modeled as a skip. The resource map before calling mon_ip_in 
is pep --~ {ro:a}. The resource maps at each return are shown in Figure 6.4. As can be seen, 
the resource is deallocated along every path. 
The analysis takes just under 4 minutes, and analyzes 585 statements in 53 different func-
tions. Of these, eight statements contain marks dealing with the resource, in three functions. 
Two functions contain source or sink events, and there are six separate sink events. .The results 
include five alias marks, again on the formal and actual parameters as the resource is passed 
to functions. 
./mon/monip.c:29 
./mon/monip.c:37 
./mon/monip.c:45 
./mon/monip.c:67 
pep —~ {rp : f } 
pep --> {ro : f } 
pep —j {ro : f } 
pep -~ {ro : f } 
Figure 6.4 Management summary for mon~p~n 
We turn our attention now to mon_arp_in. The analysis is started at mon_arp_in by passing 
a resource to mon_arp_in's pep argument. As before, freebuf is modeled as a sink and panic 
is modeled as a skip. 
The analysis takes takes around 135 seconds, and analyzes 510 statements in 45 functions. 
There are 14 statements in five functions which contain a mark pertaining to the resource, 
and three of the functions contain either a source or sink event. Alias marks appear in ten 
locations. 
The management summary is shown in Figure 6.5. We find that the resource maps at the 
returns on lines 47 and 56 show the resource as deallocated, but there is some confusion at line 
98: the resource may or may not be deallocated, and it might be aliased by the array mon_Q. 
The results bear a little explanation. Why does pep refer to the resource in both the 
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. /mon/monarp . c : 47 pep --> {rp : f } 
./mon/monarp.c:56 pep --~ {ro:f} 
./mon/monarp.c:98 pep —~ {rp:f rp:a} 
mon_Q [ ] —~ {ro : f ro : a, U} 
Figure 6.5 Management summary for mon_arp~n 
allocated and free states? This is due to the conservative approximations in the static analysis: 
branches with difFerent behaviors were merged together. A quick inspection near line 98 raises 
suspicion — it turns out that pep is passed to mon_ee_write. A snippet of code just before line 
98 is shown in Figure 6.6, with the non-pertinent details removed. 
if C) { 
.. 
mon_ee write (pep , arplen) ; 
} else 
f reebuf (pep) ; 
return OK; // dine 98 
Figure 6.6 Source code near line 98 in mon_arp~n 
The simulation marks mon_ee write as managing the resource because it contains either a 
source or a sink, which shows up in the user interface. This makes it easier to determine where 
to Iook to further understand the results of the management summary. 
The purpose of this case study is to show how RFSM can be used iteratively. Our goal at 
this point is to understand the resource management behavior of the functions in the call tree 
starting at mon_arp_in. As we have seen, the management summary of mon_arp_in contains 
some complicated results due to mon_ee _write . We would like to -look at a management 
summary for mon_ee write to get a better understanding of its behavior. At this point we 
have two choices: we can look at the management summaries collected from the analysis at 
mon_arp_in, or we can restart the analysis at mon_ee write. 
While it is not necessary to restart the analysis, it can produce cleaner management sum-
maries. The reason is that management summaries are context-sensitive: that is, the summary 
depends on the state of the resource map entering the function. If a function is simulated many 
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times, there is a good chance that there will be several different management summaries for 
that function. If we can start an analysis at the function we are most interested in, it will be 
easier to understand the management summary because it will start in a context we picked. In 
this particular case, mon_ee_write was called twice -the first call is related to the ARP cache, 
the second call is related to our resource. The management summary for the call related to 
the ARP cache is unremarkable since no resource is passed to mon_eerwrite, so the second 
management summary is clearly the one we are interested in. Although there is no need to 
restart the analysis in this case, we chose to do so for clearer results. 
It takes about 30 seconds to simulate mon_ee_write; the results are shown in Figure 6.7. 
In mon_ee_write there are two f reebuf s, one on line 25 and one on 40. The resource map 
on line 26 shows the buffer was deallocated, but the map on on line 50 looks confusing. The 
function mon_enq does not manage the resource, but a copy of the resource is passed in, so it 
is worth investigating in this case. 
. /mon/eewrite . c : 26 pep --~ {ro : f } 
. /mon/eewrite . c : 50 pep --~ {ro : f ro : a 
mon_Q [ ] --~ {ro : f ro : a, U} 
Figure 6.7 Management summary for mon_ee_write 
We analyze mon_enq this time, passing a resource to the parameter elt. The results are 
shown in Figure 6.8. The behavior of mon_enq is much clearer now: there are two paths that 
return without doing anything to the buf~'er, and one that leaves with a global alias to the 
buffer. Ftiirther inspection of these paths reveals that it returns -1 if the buffer does not make 
it into the global array mon_Q, which is a queue of packets. 
./mon/mongpq.c:33 elt —~ {rp:a} 
./mon/mongpq.c:35 elt ~ {ro:a} 
./mon/mongpq.c:63 mon_Q[ ] ~ {ro:a} 
elt -~ {ro : a} 
Figure 6.8 Management summary for mon_enq 
Going back to where mon_enq was called, we can now explain the behavior of mon_ee write. 
A summarized version of the code near the call site for mon_enq is shown in Figure 6.9. 
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If mon_enq cannot put the buffer into the global queue, then it returns an error code, - and 
mon_ee_write frees the buffer. Otherwise the buffer is placed in the queue to be picked up 
later. 
if (mon_enq(ped->ed_outq, pep, 0) < 0) { 
f reebuf (pep) ; 
} 
mon_ee_wstrt (ped) ; 
return OK; 
Figure 6.9 Source code near call site of mon_enq in mon_ee_write 
Suppose we want to check our .understanding of the code. we could model mon_ee write 
as a sink, knowing that this represents one potential path through the code. The results of 
analyzing mon_arp_in with mon_ee_write modeled as a sink are shown in Figure 6.10. 
./mon/monarp.c:47 pep —3 {ro:f} 
./mon/monarp.c:56 pep --> {rp:f} 
./mon/monarp.c:98 pep ~ {rp:f} 
Figure 6.10 Management summary for mon_arp~n with mon_ee_write 
modeled as a sink 
Note that the resource map at the return on ,line 98 is clean now: the buffer is simply 
deallocated in every. case. However, we lost something when we modeled mon_ee_write as a 
sink: we no longer see the potential alias from the global queue. We have to take care when 
interpreting the results when we model functions. In this case, we modeled. the case where the 
buffer never enters the queue. As long as we understand that other behaviors are possible, this 
is a useful analysis. 
6.4 A few additional notes 
Note that we have not applied RFSM to many different resources. This corresponds to 
how a developer would likely study resource management by hand: one resource at a time. 
Restricting the simulation to a small number of resources means a faster analysis, but also 
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works to keep the results intelligible. 
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CHAPTER 7. RELATED wORK 
In this chapter we focus on the work most closely related to RFSM: tools for understanding 
concerns in software, especially cross-cutting ones. We also cover defect analysis tools that 
automatically find resource-related errors. Although defect analysis tools are beyond the scope 
of this work, they .are largely complementary to RFSM. 
7.1 Program comprehension and reverse engineering tools 
Most program comprehension and reverse engineering tools could be viewed as concern 
extraction mechanisms. We cover a selection of work in this axea and draw comparisons where 
appropriate. 
Program slicing is probably the technique most applicable to tracking resource flow [20]. 
The original program slice was defined as a reduced program that still produced a behavior 
of interest, in terms of a slicing criterion. The slicing criterion is usually given as the value 
of a variable at a given location. Since finding a slice is not possible in general, Weiser gave 
a dataflow algorithm for approximating slices. Since then, many variants of slicing have been 
described, including structural slicing of class hierarchies [19] and generalized slicing [l7]. 
R,FSM might be viewed as a sort of domain-specific static forwaxd slice, with the additional 
concept of a resource. 
The Concern-based Control Order Graph (CCOG) is an immediate predecessor to work 
on R.FSM [14]. A CLOG is similax to a normal Control Order Graph (COG), but nodes are 
removed from the graph according to criteria specified by the user. Given a set of artifacts 
representing a particular concern, such as function calls, function nodes containing the artifacts 
in the (COG) are marked. Any node which does not lead to a marked one is then removed, 
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leaving a version of the C O G that reflects the concern, which is called a C C O G. A C C O G can be 
much smaller than the original COG, as was shown in Figure 1.5. There are two key differences 
between CCOGs and RFSM. First, RFSM uses dataflow to calculate results, whereas CCOGs 
are restricted to control flow. Second, RFSM is specialized for resource management, while a 
CLOG can be constructed for arbitrary artifacts. 
Concern Graphs (not to be confused with CCOGs} are designed to be an abstraction of 
a concern, as opposed to other methods that build concerns out of the source code itself 
[16] . Concern Graphs are constructed out of relations between program elements, .such as 
classes, methods, and fields; they are intended to make the relationships between different 
parts of the concern explicit while retaining a mapping back to source code. To keep Concern 
Graphs simple, they do not capture intra-method program elements such as local control flow, 
a necessary element for RFSM. One way to view RFSM then is as a specialized flow-based 
concern extractor. Concern Graphs have been implemented in the Feature Exploration and 
Analysis Tool, which targets the Java programming language. 
JQuery combines a query mechanism with a hierarchical view to record a user's browsing 
history [13] . The goal of the tool is to assist the developer in exploring cross-cutting concerns 
by giving them the power of a query language while minimizing the disorienting effects of 
switching between views. The authors of JQuery view JQuery as largely complementary to 
the Concern Graph approach. The authors also observe that complex queries are difficult to 
write, and are not as conducive to navigation as simple queries. RFSM might be viewed as 
a sort of specialized query for extracting aflow-based, cross-cutting concern, as mentioned 
above. 
Fiutem et aI. describe an environment for producing hierarchical views of software for 
program understanding, and is targeted at the C language under Unix [9] . It extracts views 
using architectural recognizers, which are based on architectural cliches [15] . Architectural 
cliches match AST fragments that implement features of interest. The set of recognizers varies 
according to the view: system, program, or module. Typical features recognized include inter-
process-connectors, such as shared files, memory, and sockets. Using function contracts to 
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refine RFSM might be viewed as a sort of cliche, since locating comparisons to the error value 
requires matching AST fragments. 
The Seesoft system provides a way to visualize line-based data about source code [5] . It 
presents azoomed-out view of source code files as bars, and colors the appropriate lines. Users 
can interact with with the representation, but it is limited to displaying 50,000 lines at a time. 
The Seesoft system is more general than the user interface provided with RFSM, and does not 
specify the mechanism for collecting the line-based data. Also, the RFSM user interface does 
not currently provide azoomed-out view of the code, although it would be difficult to clearly 
represent lines with multiple marks from a distance. 
7.2 Defect analysis tools 
RFSM does not flag potential resource management errors, but the case study in section 
6.2 ,briefly touched on how it could be used to investigate code with a known leak. The purpose 
of RFSM is to help locate the code that implements resource management, and to help make 
a function's resource management behavior explicit. One advantage of this approach is that 
it can be used to understand code that does not contain errors. This is important when 
a developer needs to understand the code, either for adding features or maintenance. Still, 
finding errors in code is an important task, and there are a variety of tools that address this 
problem. No defect analysis tool will always be able to tell a developer how to repair a defect, 
and they are not targeted towards comprehension of the -code. Therefore, we view defect 
analysis tools as complementary to RFSM. 
We categorize the following as defect analysis tools since their primary focus is on finding 
errors, all of which use source code analysis. Many source analysis tools do not concern 
themselves overmuch with soundness -they breach soundness when it gets good results, i.e. 
fewer false positives and serious bugs. These tools have been used to find a rich set of resource-
related errors, even though some focus exclusively on memory-related errors. 
Evans describes a .set of annotations for LCLint that can assist in making assumptions 
about memory usage explicit at interface points [8] . The annotations can help catch null 
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pointers, dead storage, memory leaks, and dangerous aliases. Procedures are checked inde-
pendently, so the analysis is not interprocedural. Although the analysis is neither sound nor 
complete, Evans noted for one example that the annotations found a few errors and improved 
the documentation "considerably." We note here that the notations are referred to as "memory 
management annotations" , but according to our classification they include uses of resources as 
well as management. Modeling functions with source, sink, and skip events could be viewed as 
annotations, albeit simpler that the annotations that Evans describes. The biggest difference 
is that our analysis is interprocedural by default, and the optional annotations are .available 
to prune the analysis for speed and testing of hypotheses. 
Engler et. al. describe a language, metal, and a system, xgcc, for extending a compiler's 
static checks to include a variety of problems not traditionally caught by compilers [2, 12] . 
The metal language allows programmers to specify checkers for constraints, such as temporal 
properties. The checkers are then run by the system, xgcc. Checkers are usually specified 
using a state machine abstraction (which makes it convenient to describe temporal properties), 
although they can be extended with arbitrary code. Their system is not sound, but it has 
caught many serious errors in Linux and BSD [6] . Their earlier work includes inferring likely 
paired functions, such as mal l o c and free, in order to look for anomalies, such as a missing 
call to free [7] . 
ESP performs partial verification of temporal properties [4} . ESP has been used to verify 
-that every call to f printf in gcc is to an open, valid file. The major insight of their work is 
that a heuristic can be used to selectively retain branch information, which they ~ call property 
simulation. Property simulation avoids the potentially exponential cost of full path-sensitive 
verification. ESP also uses an insight from metal, that programmers can supply a specification 
for checking a temporal property. Their algorithm runs in polynomial time and space, and is 
sound (reports errors if they exist) . 
The Extended Static Checker for Java (ESC/Java) analyzes annotations designed to for-
malize various design decisions in code [11] . The authors take an engineering approach to 
finding errors in software. In their words, "if the checker finds enough errors to repay the 
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cost of running it and studying the output, then the checker will be cost-effective, and a suc-
cess." This kind of approach is necessary because full verification is too costly in practice. 
ESC/Java can detect errors such as null dereferences, array bounds errors, type cast errors, 
and can warn about concurrency errors such as race conditions and deadlocks. The major issue 
with ESC/Java is the overhead needed for adding annotations, although the authors note that 
annotation inference may reduce this burden [10J . 
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CHAPTER 8. FUTURE WORK 
In this chapter, we list some potential improvements and areas for investigation. These 
have been organized according to the parts of our solution. 
8.1 The resource flow simulation model 
In the current model, users are allowed to model functions with source, sink and skip. 
Another potentially useful event to model is an alias. The user would need to specify the 
handles involved in the aliasing. Modeling a function as an alias would make sense for situations 
where the function call results in a global alias. In the third case study in section 6.3, a user 
might have chosen to model the function mon_ee_write as an alias, where the global queue 
would alias the incoming buffer. Since mon_ee Write normally has two possible behaviors, 
either releasing the buffer or putting it in the queue, this would effectively override the error 
path and force the behavior where the buffer makes it into the queue. 
Additional case studies may also reveal other useful extensions to RFSM. We are currently 
considering applying RFSM to the Linux kernel. 
8.2 The simulation 
The simulation is the implementation of RFSM. Its purpose is to interpret the source code, 
which is an inherently difficult task. Because it is a static analysis, it is subject to all of 
the limitations of such an analysis. Many static analyses are prone to false positives and false 
negatives; the current implementation is no exception. It may miss code fragments that should 
be included, and may include things that should not be. One reason for this is that there are 
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facts that cannot be derived from the source code —differentiating between elements in an 
array is not always possible in a static analysis. 
Much of the work in defect analysis listed in section 7.2 attempts to overcome the limitations 
of static analysis. Although the current implementation is sufficient for studying XINU, it has 
quite a few limitations and could incorporate some of the techniques used in defect analysis 
to improve, precision. Although we view RFSM as complementary to defect analysis, it might 
make sense to incorporate some defect analysis into the simulation. One suggestion has been to 
add more complex states to resources in addition to allocated and free, similar to some defect 
analysis tools [2, 4, 6, 7, 12]. 
An issue for any kind of analysis is performance. The current implementation simulates 
the code top-down, which can take a long time. One way to improve the performance of a 
top-down static analysis if the algorithm is deterministic is to cache results. However, because 
each resource is given a unique id, it is not clear how to do this for RFSM. 
Another performance issue comes from how may alias information is dealt with. In section 
3.5 we described how the resource map can be properly updated when a sink event occurs on 
a handle that aliases several resources and at least one of the resources is aliased by another 
handle. Making a deep copy of the resource map for each resource is expensive. One possible 
alternative would be to detect the resources that are aliased by multiple handles and deal with 
them specially. Suppose that hl aliases ro ta and rl:a, and h2 aliases rl:a. In order to get the 
correct result, clone rl:a and set one copy to the free state. Then set hl to alias only rl :f and 
set h2 to alias both rl:a and rl:f. 
8.3 The user interface 
The purpose of the user interface is to organize the results in a readable fashion. One 
known issue has to do with how marks are currently displayed. As events are simulated, 
corresponding marks are recorded. Only one mark is recorded for a given location and kind 
of event. The marks at the beginning of a resource flow are generally easier to follow because 
the simulation creates most of them on the first pass through a function, but as functions 
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are simulated multiple times, additional marks may be added. Because the other marks have 
already been recorded, .these new marks will seem out of place without the surrounding marks 
to give them context. Of course, clicking on the mark will still bring up the source code which 
allows the user to see the surrounding marks. The alternative would be to record a mark every 
time an event is simulated. However, this would result in a deluge of marks in many cases. 
One way to improve the user interface would be to have various users try the tool and 
provide feedback. We are considering how this might be done in the near future. 
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CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSION 
Explicit resource management is a flow-based concern that can cross-cut source code, mak-
ing it difficult to understand how a particular resource is managed. It can also be difficult 
to understand how a particular function behaves with respect to resource management when 
there is more than one path through code, and each path can take different actions. 
We have proposed the Resource Flow Simulation Model, which models the flow of a resource 
through a program from allocation to deallocation. The model allows the user to model the 
functions that allocate and deallocate resources with source and sink events, and to avoid 
simulating a function with a skip event. These primitives, source, sink and skip, allow the user 
to prune the analysis, or to test scenarios with domain-specific assumptions. 
A simulation has been constructed based on this model. It has been used to extract the 
fragments of code that might be related to the explicit resource management of a particular 
resource. It has also been used to produce management summaries, which are a reflection of a 
function's resource management behavior. 
A user interface has also been constructed to navigate the fragments of code related to the 
resource management concern, and to view the management summaries. 
The case studies illustrated how RFSM can be used to help understand the resource man-
agement behavior in the XINU network stack. In one case, the simulation discovered that a 
single resource can reach 32 sinks across 13 functions. Extracting this concern by hand would 
be tedious and error-prone. 
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APPENDIX A. SELECTED CODE FROM CASE STUDY ONE 
Included here is the source code for functions discussed in case study one. All source is 
taken from the x86 port of XINU [21]. Line numbers are included for convenience. 
arpsend 
From ./arp/arpsend.c: 
01:/* arpsend.c - arpsend 
02: 
03:#include <conf.h> 
04:#include <kernel.h> 
05:#include <network.h> 
06: 
07:/* 
*/ 
08: * arpsend - broadcast an ARP request 
09: 
10: 
N.B. Assumes interrupts disabled 
11: */ 
12:int arpsend pae) 
13:struct arpentry *pae; 
14:{ 
15: struct netif *pni = pae->ae_pni; 
16: struct ep *pep; 
17: struct arp *pare; 
18: int arplen; 
19: 
20 : pep = (struct ep *) getbuf (Net . netpool) ; 
21: if ( (int)pep == SYSERR) 
22: return SYSERR; 
23 : blkcopy (pep->ep_dst , pni->ni_hwb . ha_addr , pae->ae_hwlen)~; 
24: pep->ep_type = EPT_ARP; 
25: pep->ep_order = EPO_NET; 
26: parp = (struct arp *) pep->ep_data; 
27 : parp->ar_hwtype = hs2net (pae->ae_hwtype) ; 
28 : parp->ar_prtype = hs2net (pae->ae_prtype) ; 
29: parp->ar_hwlen = pae->ae_hwlen; 
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30: pare->ar_prlen = pae->ae_prlen; 
31: pare->ar_op = hs2net(AR_REQUEST); 
32: blkcopy(SHA(parp), pni->ni_hwa.ha_addr, pae->ae_hwlen); 
33 : blkcopy (SPA (pare) , &pni->ni_ip , pae->ae_prlen) ; 
34 : bzero (THA (parp) , pae->ae_hwlen) ; 
35 : blkcopy (TPA (parp) , pae->ae_pra, pae->ae_prlen) ; 
36 : arplen = ARP_HLEN + 2* (parp->ar_hwlen + parp->ar_prlen) ; 
37: write(pni->ni_dev, pep, EP_HLEN+arplen); 
38: return OK; 
39:} 
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APPENDIX B. SELECTED CODE FROM CASE STUDY TWO 
Included here is the source code for functions discussed in case study two. All source is 
taken from the x86 port of XINU [21]. Line numbers are included for convenience. 
netwrite 
From ./net/netwrite.c: 
O1:/* netwrite.c - netwrite */ 
02: 
03:#include <conf.h> 
04:#include <kernel.h> 
05:#include <network.h> 
06:#include <q.h> 
07: 
08:#include <ospf.h> 
09: 
10:struct arpentry 
11: 
12:/*#define DEBUG_ */ 
13: 
14:/* 
*arpalloc () , *arpf ind () ; 
15: * netwrite - write a packet on an interface, using ARP if needed 
16•  
17: */ 
18:int netwriteCpni, pep, len) 
19:struct netif *pni; 
20:struct ep *pep; 
21:int len; 
22:{ 
23: struct arpentry *pae; 
24: STATWORD ps; 
25: int i; 
26: 
27: if (pni->ni_state != NIS_UP) { 
28 : f reebuf (pep) ; 
29: return SYSERR; 
30: } 
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31: pep->ep_len = len; 
32 : #if def DEBUG 
33 : if (pni ! _ &nif [NI_LOCAL] ) 
34: { 
35: struct ip *pip = (struct ip *)pep->ep_data; 
36: if (pip->ip_proto == IPT_OSPF) { 
37: struct ospf *po = (struct ospf *)pip->ip_data; 
38:/* if (po->ospf _type != T_HELLO) { */ 
39: { 
40 : kprintf ("netwrite (pep %X, len %d) \n" , pep, len) ; 
41: pdump(pep) ; 
42: } 
43: } 
44: } 
45:#endif /* DEBUG */ 
46: if (pni == 6~nif [NI_LOCAL] ) 
47: return local_out(pep); 
48: else if (isbrc(pep->ep_nexthop)) { 
49: blkcopy(pep->ep_dst, pni->ni_hwb.ha_addr, EP_ALEN); 
50: write pni->ni_dev, pep, len); 
51: return OK; 
52: } 
53: /* else, look up the protocol address... */ 
54 : disable (ps) ; 
55: pae = arpfind(&pep->ep_nexthop, pep->ep_type, pni); 
56: if (pae && pae->ae_state == AS_RESOLVED) { 
57: blkcopy(pep->ep_dst, pae->ae_hwa, pae->ae_hwlen); 
58 : rest ore (ps) ; 
59: return write pni->ni_dev, pep, len); 
60: } 
61• 
62: if (IP_CLASSD(pep->ep_nexthop)) { 
63 : restore Cps) ; 
64: return SYSERR; 
65: } 
66: 
67: if (pae == 0) { 
68 : pae = arpalloc O ; 
69: pae->ae_hwtype = AR_HARDWARE; 
70: pae->ae_prtype = EPT_IP; 
71: pae->ae_hwlen = EP_ALEN; 
72: pae->ae_prlen = IP_ALEN; 
73: pae->ae_pni = pni; 
74: pae->ae_queue = EMPTY; 
75: blkcopy(pae->ae_pra, &pep->ep_nexthop, pae->ae_prlen); 
76: pae->ae_attempts = 0; 
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77: pae->ae_tt1 = ARP_RESEND; 
78 : arpsend (pae) ; 
79: } 
80: if (pae->ae_queue == EMPTY) 
81: pae->ae_queue = newq(ARP_QSIZE, QF_NOWAIT); 
82: 
83: if (enq(pae->ae_queue, pep, 0) < 0) { 
84 : f reebuf (pep) ; 
85: } 
86 : restore (ps) ; 
87: return OK; 
gg;} 
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APPENDIX C. SELECTED CODE FROM CASE STUDY THREE 
Included here is the source code for functions discussed in case study three. All source is 
taken from the x86 port of XINU [21]. Line numbers are included for convenience. 
mon_ni_in 
From ./mon/monnet.c: 
21:/* 
22: * mon_ni_in - network interface input function 
23:  
24: */ 
25:int mon_ni_in(pni, pep, len) 
26:struct netif *pni; /* the interface */ 
27:struct ep *pep; /* the packet */ 
28:int len; /* length, in octets */ 
29:{ 
30: switch (pep->ep_type) { 
31: case EPT_ARP: 
32 : #if def DEBUG 
33: kprintf("mon_ni_in: Got ARPtn")~; 
34:#endif 
35 : mon_arp_in (pni , pep) ; 
36 : break; 
37: 
38: case EPT_IP: 
39 : #if def DEBUG 
40: kprintf("mon_ni_in: Got IP~n"); 
41:#endif 
42 : mon_ip_in (pni , pep) ; 
43: break; 
44: 
45: default 
46 : f reebuf (pep) ; 
47: return OK; 
48: } 
49:} 
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mon_ip_in 
From ./mon/monip.c: 
01:#include <./mon/monnetwork.h> 
02:#include <./mon/monitor.h> 
03: 
04:/*#define PRINTERR*/ 
05:/*#define DEBUG*/ 
06: 
07:/* 
08: * mon_ip_in 
09:  
10: */ 
ii:int mon_ip_in(pni, pep) 
12:struct netif *pni; 
13:struct ep *pep; 
14•{ 
15: struct ip *pip; 
16• 
17: pip = (struct ip *)pep->ep_data; 
18• 
19 : #if def DEBUG 
20 : kprintf ("mon_ ip_ in : src=%x , dst=%x , prot o=%d , len=%d\n" , pip-> ip_ src , 
21: pip->ip_dst, pip->ip_proto, net2hs(pip->ip_len)); 
22:#endif 
23• 
24: if ((pip->ip_verlen»4) != IP_VERSION) { 
25 : #if def PRINTERR 
26: kprintf("ip_in: !! bad version\n"); 
27:#endif 
28 : f reebuf (pep) ; 
29: return; 
30• } 
31:. 
32 : if (IP_CLASSE (pip-> ip_dst) ) { 
33 : #if def PRINTERR 
34: kprintf("mon_ip_in: class E IP??\n"); 
35:#endif 
36 : f reebuf (pep) ; 
37: return; 
38: } 
39: 
40 : if (mon_cksum (pip, IP_HLEN (pip)) ) { 
41: #if def PRINTERR 
42: kprintf("ip_in: !! bad checksum\n"); 
43:#endif 
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44 : f reebuf (pep) ; 
45: return; 
46: } 
47: 
48: /* 
49: * convert to host byte order 
50: */ 
51: pip->ip_len = net2hs(pip->ip_len); 
52: pip->ip_id = net2hs(pip->ip_id); 
53: 
54: switch (pip->ip_proto) { 
55: case IPT_UDP: 
56 : #if def DEBUG 
57: kprintf("mon_ip_in: UDP in\n"); 
58:#endif 
59 : mon_udp_in (pni , pep) ; 
60: break; 
61: 
62: default 
63 : #if def DEBUG 
64: kprintf("mon_ip_in: Not UDP, proto tyep = %d\n", pip->ip_proto); 
65:#endif 
66 : f reebuf (pep) ; 
67: return; 
68: } 
69:} 
70: 
mon_udp_in 
From ./mon/monudp.c: 
12•/* 
13: * mon_udp_in - handle an inbound UDP datagram 
14:  
15: */ 
16:int mon_udp_in(pni, pep) 
17:struct netif *pni; 
18:struct ep *pep; 
19:{ 
20: struct ip *pip = (struct ip *)pep->ep_data; 
21: struct udp *pudp = (struct udp *)pip->ip_data; 
22: struct upq *pup; 
23: int ret; 
24: 
25: if (pudp->u_cksum && mon_udpcksum(pep, net2hs(pudp->u_len))) { 
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26:#if def PRINTERR 
27: kprintf("udp_in: !! UDP checksum error\n"); 
28:#endif 
29 : f reebuf (pep) ; 
30: return SYSERR; 
31: } 
32: 
33: /* 
34: * to host byte order 
35: */ 
36: pudp->u_src = net2hs(pudp->u_src); 
37: pudp->u_dst = net2hs(pudp->u_dst); 
38: pudp->u_len = net2hs(pudp->u_len); 
39: 
40: /* 
41: * demux based on the destination port 
42: */ 
43: switch (pudp->u_dst) { 
44: case BOOTP_CPORT: 
45 : #if def DEBUG 
46: kprintf("mon_udp_in: BOOTP in\n"); 
47:#endif 
48 : if (mon_boot_state ! = BOOTP_REQ_SENT) 
49: break; /* ignore it */ 
50: 
51: if (mon_timeout) 
52: mon_timeout = 0; /* stop retx timer */ 
53: 
54: if (mon_bootp_in(pudp) _= OK) { 
55: mon_boot_state = BEGIN_TFTP; 
56: mon_boot_try = 0; 
57: } 
58: else 
59: mon_boot_state = BOOTP_RETX; /* try again */ 
60: break; 
61: 
62: case TFTP_MY_TID: 
63 : #if def DEBUG 
64: kprintf("mon_udp_in: TFTP in\n"); 
65:#endif 
66: if (mon_boot_state == TFTP_REQ_SENT) { 
67: mon_timeout = 0; /* stop retx timer */ 
68: 
69 : ret = mon_tf tp_in (pudp) ; 
70: if (ret == OK) 
71: mon_boot_state = BOOT_DONE; 
/* checksum error */ 
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72: else if (ret == SYSERR) { 
?3: mon_boot_state = TFTP_RETX; /* try again */ 
74: } 
75: } 
76: break; 
77: 
78 : default 
79 : #if def DEBUG 
80: kprintf("mon_udp_in: discard\n"); 
81:#endif 
82: break; 
83: } 
84• 
85 : freebuf (pep) ; 
86: return OK; 
87•} 
mon_udpcksum 
From ./mon/monudp.c: 
089:/* 
090: * mon_udpcksum - compute a UDP pseudo-header checksum 
091:  
092: */ 
093:unsigned short mon_udpcksum(pep, len) 
094:struct ep *pep; 
095:int len; 
096:{ 
097 : struct ip *pip = (struct ~ ip *)pep->ep_data; 
098: struct udp *pudp = (struct udp *)pip->ip_data; 
099: unsigned short *sptr; 
100: unsigned long ucksum; 
101: int i; 
102: 
103: ucksum = 0; 
104: 
105: sptr = (unsigned short *) &pip->ip_src; 
106: /* 2*IP_ALEN octets = IP_ALEN shorts... */ 
107: /* they are in net order. */ 
108: for (i=0; i<IP_ALEN; ++i) 
109: ucksum +_ *sptr++; 
110: sptr = (unsigned short *)pudp; 
111: ucksum += hs2net(IPT_UDP + len); 
112: if (len % 2) { 
113 : ( (char *)pudp) [len] = 0; /* pad */ 
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114: len += 1; /* for the following division */ 
115: } 
116: len »= 1; /* convert to length in shorts */ 
117: 
118: for (i=0; i<len; ++i) 
119: ucksum +_ *sptr++; 
120 : ucksum = (ucksum » 16) + (ucksum & Oxf f ff) ; 
121: ucksum +_ (ucksum » 16); 
122: 
123 : return (short) (~ucksum & Oxf f f f) ; 
124:} 
mon_arp_in 
From ./mon/monarp.c: 
28:/* 
29: * mon_arp_in - handle ARP packet coming in from Ethernet network 
30: * N.B. - Called by ni_in-- SHOULD NOT BLOCK 
31:  
32: */ 
33 : int mon_arp_in (pni , pep) 
34:struct netif *pni; 
35:struct ep *pep; 
36:{ 
37: struct arp *parp = (struct arp *)pep->ep_data; 
38: struct arpentry *pae; 
39: int arplen; 
40: 
41: pare->ar_hwtype = net2hs (parp->ar_hwtype) ; 
42 : parp->ar_prtype = net2hs (parp->ar_prtype) ; 
43: parp->ar_op = net2hs parp->ar_op); 
44: 
45: if (parp->ar_hwtype != AR_HARDWARE I I parp->ar_prtype != EPT_IP) { 
46 : f reebuf (pep) ; 
47: return OK; 
48: } 
49: 
50 : if (pae = mon_arpf ind (SPA (parp)) ) { 
51: blkcopy (pae->ae_hwa, SHA (parp) , EP_ALEN) ; 
52: } 
53: 
54 : if ( ! mon_blkequ (TPA (parp) , &pni->ni_ip, IP_ALEN) ) { 
55 : f reebuf (pep) ; 
56: return OK; 
57: } 
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58: 
59 : if (pae == 0) { 
60: /* 
61: * add a new RESOLVED entry to the cache 
62: */ 
63 : pae = mon_ arpal l o c () ; 
64: pae->ae_pep = 0; 
65 : blkcopy (pae->ae_hwa, SHA (pare) , EP_ALEN) ; 
66 : blkcopy (pae->ae_pra, SPA (pare} , IP_ALEN) ; 
67: pae->ae_state = AS_RESOLVED; 
68: } 
69: 
70: if (pae->ae_state == AS_PENDING) { 
71: pae->ae_state = AS_R~SOLVED; 
72: /* 
73: * send the buffered packet 
74: */ 
75: if (pae->ae_pep) { 
76 : mon_netwrite (pae->ae_pep, pae->ae_pep->ep_len) ; 
77: pae->ae_pep = 0; 
78: } 
7g; } 
80: 
81: if (parp->ar_op == AR_REQUEST) { 
82: parp->ar_op = AR_REPLY; 
83 : blkcopy (TPA (parp) , SPA (parp) , parp->ar_prlen) ; 
84 : blkcopy (THA (parp) , SHA (parp) , parp->ar_hwlen) ; 
85 : blkcopy (pep->ep_dst , THA (parp) , EP_ALEN) ; 
86 : blkcopy (SHA (parp) , pni->ni_hwa . ha_addr , EP_ALEN) ; 
87 : blkcopy (SPA (parp) , &pni->ni_ip, ~ IP_ALEN) ; 
88: 
$9 : parp->ar_hwtype = hs2net (parp->ar_hwtype) ; 
90 : parp->ar_prtype = hs2net (parp->ar_prtype) ; 
91: parp->ar_op = hs2net (parp->ar_op) ; 
92: 
93: arplen = ARP_HLEN + 2*(parp->ar_prlen + parp->ar_hwlen); 
94: 
95: mon_ee_write(pep, arplen); 
96: } else 
97 : f reebuf (pep) ; 
98: return OK; 
99:} 
mon_ee_write 
From ./mon/eewrite.c: 
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01:#include <./mon/monnetwork.h> 
02:#include <./mon/monitor.h> 
03:#include <./mon/monee.h> 
04: 
05:/*#def ine DEBUG*/ 
06: 
07:/* 
08: * mon_ee_write - write a single packet to an Intel EtherExpress 
09:  
10: */ 
il:int mon_ee_write(pep, len) 
12:struct ep *pep; 
13:int len; 
14:{ 
15: struct aldev *ped; 
16: 
1? : #if def DEBUG 
18: kprintf("mon_ee_write\n"); 
19:#endif 
20: 
21: ped = &mon_ee [0] ; 
22: 
23: if (len > EP_MAXLEN) { 
24 : kprintf ("mon_ee_write : len (%d) > EP_MAXLEN (%d) \n" , len, EP_MAXLEN) ; 
25 : f reebuf (pep) ; 
26: return SYSERR; 
27: } 
28: 
29: /* subtract the local header */ 
30: len -_ (int)&pep->ep_eh - (int)pep; 
31: if (len < EP_MINLEN) 
32: len = EP_MINLEN; 
33: 
34: blkcopy(pep->ep_src, ped->ed_paddr, EP_ALEN); 
35: pep->ep_len = len; 
36 : pep->ep_type = hs2net (pep->ep_type) ; 
37• 
38: if (mon_enq(ped->ed_outq, pep, 0) < 0) { 
39 : kprintf ("mon_ee_write : qull full (len=%d) \n" , mon_lenq (ped->ed_outq)) ; 
40 : f reebuf (pep) ; 
41: 
42: if (ped->ed_xpending) 
43: ped->ed_xpending = 0; 
44: 
45: /* restart 586 */ 
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46 : mon_ee_start (ped, EE_IOBASE) ; 
47: } 
48: 
49 : mon_ee_wstrt (ped) ; 
50: return OK; 
51•} 
mon_enq 
From ./mon/mongpq.c: 
18:/* 
19 : * mon_enq -- insert an item at the tail of a list , based on priority 
20: * Returns the number of slots available; -i, if full 
21:  
22: */ 
23:int mon_enq(q, elt, key) 
24:int q; /* q number */ 
25:char *elt; /* item to enqueue on a list */ 
26:int key; /* priority */ 
27:{ 
28: STATWORD ps; 
29 : struct ginfo *qp; 
30 : int i, j , left; 
31: 
32: if (q < 0 I I q >= MAXNQ) 
33: return -1; 
34 : if ( ! mon_Q [q] . q_valid I I mon_Q [q] . q_count >= mon_Q [q] . q_max) 
35: return -1; 
36: ' 
37 : qp = &mon_Q CqJ ; 
38: 
39 : disable (ps) ; 
40: 
41: /* start at tail and move towards head, as long as key is greater */ 
42: 
43: /* this shouldn't happen, but... */ 
44: if (qp->q_count < 0) 
45: qp->q_count = 0; 
46: i = qp->q_count-1; 
47• 
48 : while (i >= 0 && key > qp->q_key [i] ) 
49• --i. 
50: /* i can be -1 (new head) -- it still works */ 
51: 
52: f or (j = qp->q_count-1; j > i; --j) { 
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53 : qp->q_key [ j +i] = qp->q-key [j ] ; 
54: qp->q_elt [j+1] = qp->q_elt [j] 
55: } 
56 : qp->q_key [i+1] =key; 
57: qp->q_elt [i+1] = elt; 
59: left = qp->q_max - qp->q_count; 
60: 
6i : restore (ps) ; 
62: 
63: return left; 
64:} 
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